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Abstract 
 

This thesis aims to shed light on how contemporary Egyptian culture is represented in video 

games. Egypt, being part of the Middle East, and given its ancient history, has become subject to 

many stereotypes and tropes and falling into the realm of Orientalism. This thesis builds on 

previous works concerning representations of the Middle East, focusing on the representation of 

contemporary Egypt. In light of the problematic nature of stereotypes and Orientalism towards 

the Othering of the minorities, I conducted a close reading of two games depicting Egypt, Call of 

Duty: Black Ops 3 from a western perspective and The Race 2: The Last Chase from a native 

perspective, comparing them in the process, to highlight the different approaches native and non-

native designers used in their representation of contemporary Egypt. The analysis shows that the 

American game, although it tried to give an “accurate” representation of Egypt by modeling a 

close replica of the Ramses Station in Cairo, still managed to use Orientalist visuals and 

stereotypical elements in its depiction. On the other hand, the Egyptian game relied on everyday 

life aspects and references relating to the native.  

 

Finally, I suggest a few guidelines for game designers wanting to achieve respectful 

representation to follow to avoid alienation of the represented Other. 
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1.   Introduction 
Creating games that try to depict the real world rather than an imaginary one poses big challenges 

for everyone involved. Because representing countries or cities with complex cultures is not easy, 

game designers tend to take the easy way out (Silverberg, 2014) and not reflect on what 

consequences a simplified version of a place will do to the audience engaging with it.  

 

In the film industry, stereotypes have been perpetuated through repetition (Shaheen, 2003), a 

trend that can also be seen within the video game industry. For instance, Muslims and Arabs have 

often been represented as blood-thirsty fanatics with covered heads and Ak-47s (Šisler, 2008) 

(Mirrlees & Ibaid, 2021). As an Egyptian student of game design, it has been important to focus 

on how Egypt and the Middle East are depicted in games for two reasons. First, as someone from 

that culture, I am part of what has been called the represented Other or the subaltern in postcolonial 

game studies (Mukherjee, 2014). Secondly, as a game designer, I am invested in shedding light 

on existing stereotypes so that, in return, we can refrain from using them in the future (Vasalou 

et al., 2014).  

 

In this thesis, I will analyze the visual design aspects within two games that have tried to 

represent something akin to a ‘real’ Egypt.    

 

The following question will lead my analysis: 

 

● How is contemporary Egypt represented within the two videogames Call of Duty: Black 

Ops 3 and The Race 2? 

 

My approach to this question will be through conducting a close reading of two games containing 

the representation of Egypt. The two games are different in origin and production scale as means 

to learn about traps and opportunities when designing for “authentic” representations of Egypt. 

2.   Background 

2.1   Culture as a concept 

The focus of this thesis will rely on the definition of Culture as a “... complex whole which includes 

knowledge, belief, art, law, morals, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a 

member of society” (Tylor, 1871), as we need to agree on an understanding of what it means by 

culture, given its complex nature. Accordingly, we can say that the culture of a certain civilization 

or country or even a small city can be seen in many different aspects.  In games, culture can be 

constructed from different elements, ranging from the tangible elements that can be seen or heard 
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to intangible elements that can be contextualized in the narrative or observed from how the 

people of that culture act. Tangible elements may include but are not limited to architecture, 

furniture, language, accents and dialects, how the people dress, and the everyday objects that 

relate to the people belonging to that culture. Intangible elements may include customs, 

traditions, behaviors and beliefs (Balela, Mundy, 2015). When I say culture in this thesis, I refer 

to architecture, language, people, or ways of life. Inspecting the architecture, the aspects of 

everyday life, or even how the signs over the shops are designed can give the viewer insight into 

a said culture.  

2.2   Orientalism 

The term Orientalism was coined by Edward Said in his book by the same name (Said, 1978) 

describing the colonialist ideology; this is undermining the East and privileging the West. 

“Orientalism creates a canon that presents the West as a tradition that espouses progress, scientific 

thought, and civility, while the East traffics in spirituality, mysticism and old traditions.” (Al-Aaser, 

2017). According to a study by Šisler (2008), the Middle East in video games is often depicted in 

a “fantasy or quasi-historical manner” when it comes to Adventure and role-playing games while 

“exploiting ‘Orientalist’ imagery.” Moreover, the Middle East is often portrayed as a conflict zone 

in action and shooter games. In mainstream media, the Middle East is narrowed down to ‘Arabs 

and Muslims’, despite the vast diversity of ethnic, linguistic, and religious groups residing in that 

region and “... is reduced to a few simplistic images” (Wingfield & Karaman, 2002). Noting that, not 

all Arab countries are in the Middle East, nor are all countries in the Middle East Arabic countries, 

and the same goes for religion and ethnicity. For example, Turkey and Iran are part of the Middle 

East, yet they are not Arab countries. A misconception that actually exists among people foreign 

to the Middle East is that Iran is an Arab country, while Iranians speak Farsi and are Persians 

(Shaheen, 2003).  

In Reel Bad Arabs, Jack Shaheen (2003) studied more than 900 American films representing Arabs 

and Muslims. Only five percent of the movies portrayed Arabs and Muslims as normal, human, 

everyday people. In contrast, the vast majority of the films dehumanized Arabs and Muslims, 

reducing Arabs to war-hungry fanatics and lusty sheikhs, living in desert tents and swimming in 

oil generated money, wishing to kill all Westerners and own their women as their harem. As for 

the Arab women, they are viewed humiliated, faceless, and voiceless under their black covers.  

Egypt also had its share of the stereotypes and clichés in Western films: “Say ‘Egypt’ and producers 

think ‘Mummies’ and ‘Money.’” Shaheen says – apart from when depicting Egyptians as “souk 

[Market] swindlers as well as begging children scratching for baksheesh [Charity],”; although swindlers 

and beggars exist near bazaars and tourist sites in Egypt, they are by no means a proper display 

of the Egyptian culture. In reality, Egyptian movies date back to the early 1900s. As an Egyptian 

growing up, I watched vintage Egyptian films starred by beloved Egyptian actors and actresses – 

actors such as Ismail Yassine, with his hilarious gestures, and Fouad el-Mohandes, “The 

Professor”, to mention a few. 
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Additionally, vintage Egyptian movies were devoid of any of the western orientalist stereotypes. 

Instead, it was similar to watching American movies set in America. In fact, some early films had 

fantasy and sci-fi characters such as Frankenstein, such as the film, Haram A’lek “ عليك حرام ” 

produced in 1954, which was a comedy movie for that matter.  

Shaheen argues that the depiction of the Arabs and Muslims in American films follows the same 

patterns as depicting Jews in Nazi propaganda. To serve the agenda of the US, the films produced 

dehumanize the enemy of that time to form the people’s views of them systematically. During 

WWII, the German Nazis were seen in the anti-Nazi propaganda Donald Duck cartoons, such as 

Der Fuehrer’s Face (Disney, 1943). Then it was the Russians during the cold war, and it kept 

changing. Additionally, this kind of use of propaganda in the media was not exclusive to the US 

either.  Similarly, the Nazi regime used stereotypes and propaganda to incite hatred against the 

Jews. 

When it comes to games, scholars such as Šisler (2008), Leonard (2004), Maheswara and Fatwa 

(2021), and Mirrlees and Ibaid (2021), to name a few, demonstrated how Arabs and Muslims are 

depicted in games, especially in the context of war and shooter games. Arabs and Muslims in the 

studied games present them as one, regardless of their origins. As seen in Medal of Honor: 

Warfighter (DICE Los Angeles, 2012), Al-Qaeda terrorists are heard speaking Arabic, despite 

being in Pakistan. These games, full of orientalist imagery, build the conception of the Middle 

East, Arabs, and Muslims, as being a threat to the West, immersing the players with heroic stories 

of white, mostly American, soldiers fighting against the evil Muslim/Arab threat, whose only 

goal is to kill and spread chaos (Mirrlees & Ibaid, 2021). In reality, the terms Arab, Muslim, and 

the Middle East, although connected, are by no means one, as the orientalist ideology is trying to 

constitute. 

Orientalism goes hand in hand with stereotypes, as it functions on attributing one identity to a 

large group of different cultures and people. The word stereotype is defined as “A preconceived and 

oversimplified idea of the characteristics which typify a person, race, or community which may lead to 

treating them in a particular way.” (Gooch & Williams, 2007), which is the main concern of this 

thesis, as we try to identify the stereotypical and orientalist elements in games, and particularly 

those depicted in contemporary Egypt. Deskins (2013) showed that stereotypes in video games 

play a role in creating racial prejudice and changing attitudes towards minorities. Leonard (2003) 

argues that the deployment of stereotypes in many games ignores “its potential harm as a racist 

racial project.” In addition to stereotypes affirming dominant ideas that contribute to legitimizing 

“White hegemony.” The strength of stereotyping comes from its ability to self-perpetuate, making 

it very difficult to eliminate. Lack of knowledge also plays a huge part in spreading stereotypes; 

many media producers unknowingly repeat the stereotypes without realizing the implications of 

these actions (Shaheen, 2003).  
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2.3   Culture representation in games 

The term Representation describes a production of meaning that is exchanged between members 

of a culture or society through the use of language, signs, and images which stand for or represent 

things (Hall, 1997). Representation is a very important concept, as it helps us understand different 

cultures and societies. According to Fürsich (2010), “representations are embedded in the 24-hour 

saturated media stream and establish norms and common sense about people, groups, and institutions in 

contemporary society.” Thus, as a sort of media, games have the power to control our perception of 

different cultures. Moreover, in a study by Shliakhovchuk and Muñoz (2020) examining 62 game 

studies regarding “... the impact of video games on players from an intercultural perspective” it is 

pointed out that games are the product of their developers’ existing stereotypes. For instance, 

Will Wright, designer of SimCity (Electronic Arts, Maxis, 1989), had the game favor public 

transportation, as he is a proponent of public transportation (Herz, 1997/Shliakhovchuk & 

Muñoz, 2020). 

Additionally, the IGDA’s then executive director, Jason Della Rocca, stated, “We see, to a large 

extent, that the games that are being designed unconsciously include the biases, opinions, and reflections 

of their creators.” (The Associated Press, 2005/Chan, 2005). Shliakhovchuk and Muñoz (2020) 

argue that video games have the ability to affect the player’s “ethical mindsets,” as well as change 

“their attitudes towards culturally different people.” Thus, awareness about the cultural 

representation in games becomes undoubtedly important to address as it can cause significant 

harm to the consumers of this media.  

In postcolonial game studies, the term subaltern refers to the position of the “Other” in 

decolonized countries (Mukherjee, 2016). Mukherjee describes the subaltern as voiceless and 

unable to speak for themselves. In colonialist games, the subaltern is invisible and functions only 

as an aesthetic. Additionally, the colonialist roots that deepen within the media (Harrer, 2020) 

(Mukherjee, 2016) reinforced the misconceptions that lie in the designers’ subconscious. Thus, 

lack of knowledge and misinformed reflections continue to exist in games depicting decolonized 

countries just because it has become the norm to do so – in addition to the ideology becoming so 

dominant over the media. Designers then need to consciously reflect on how they represent other 

cultures in a respective manner, taking into account the native player’s characteristics to avoid 

alienation (Vasalou et al., 2014). 

In summary, Egypt’s being a part of the Middle East, along with its ancient history, makes it a 

target for Orientalist and stereotypical representation (Al-Aaser, 2017). Many scholars have 

criticized the racist depiction of Arabs, Muslims, and the Middle East in media studies, including 

game studies. However, the lack of literature about representation regarding contemporary 

Egypt raises the urge to investigate it further. Furthermore, studies have shown that games have 

an “increasing role in shaping and broadening players’ imagination and worldview” (Petkov & Rogers, 

2011) (Shliakhovchuk & Muñoz, 2020). Thus, to avoid misconception and cultural modification 
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through false representation, designers need to be aware of this representation. Moreover, the 

importance of positive representation is critical in avoiding the alienation of Egyptian players.  

 

3.   Methodology 

3.1   Close Reading 

This thesis aims to discover aspects of cultural stereotyping of contemporary Egypt and the use 

of Orientalism that occur heavily in video game titles taking place in modern Egypt. In order to 

find these aspects, I will be doing a close reading of two games, one a Western AAA title and one 

from an Egyptian independent studio. Close reading of video games is derived from the classical 

close reading technique of literature. It is used to give insight into the game design and 

affordances of the game experience (Bizzocchi & Tanenbaum, 2011). Close reading allows for a 

deeper interpretation of the media artefacts. I chose close reading because of what it can offer for 

this thesis, to bring a focus on the choice of design elements used by the game designers. Playing 

through the games is necessary to find all the details that will form the final interpretation. These 

details cannot be spotted by watching play-throughs and inspecting game footage provided by 

the game developers or the public online. Reading the games also allows me to spot details and 

objects that might be considered trivial by players. On the other hand, it is important for my 

analysis to see using the lens of a game designer first and an Egyptian second. 

In a close reading, I deconstruct the designed details in the game to find how the culture is 

represented. I play the games that are to be read and take screenshots of objects and details of 

interest in them, whether decorative or interactable, noting down in the process the relation 

between their relevance to Egyptian culture and the context in which they are used. The objects 

in question are notable because of their misplacement in the environment, either as a non-realistic 

depiction or as pure stereotypical icons. In contrast, objects that do represent a sensible 

representation of contemporary Egypt are also of further interest, to make a comparison between 

items that are suitable for cultural representation versus the ones that aren’t as well placed. 

The games are investigated thoroughly by playing them searching for visual elements that show 

Orientalist and stereotypical aspects. In addition to the visuals, I also inspect the aural elements 

used in these games to see how their designers chose to voice the natives. Elements that would 

qualify as part of Western Orientalism are elements designed on false suppositions or derived 

from preconceived assumptions based on Western media depictions of the Middle East. 

Examples of such elements are: the depiction of the Middle East as a region of conflict and 

instability, backwardness and underdevelopment; Arabian Nights styles in design; and the list 

goes on. 
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As I was born and raised in Egypt, specifically in the represented areas in the games, Giza and 

Cairo, I use the lens of my knowledge and familiarity with everyday aspects, values, and cultural 

social life of contemporary Egypt reflecting upon the found elements to see how it relates to me 

as the represented “Other” in these games. Moreover, I acquired experience in the military, as 

conscription is mandatory in Egypt, which is relevant to the context of one of the games that 

mentions the Egyptian Army where I served for more than a year. I know the doctrine of the 

Egyptian army and the morals, motivations, and traditions of the soldiers I once served with. 

A comparison is made between the Western game and the Egyptian game at the end of the 

reading. Finally, I discuss the elements used in each game, such as environmental designs, 

atmosphere, audio, and the story. This in order to examine how contemporary Egyptian life is 

constructed and how cultural stereotypes and clichés are applied.  

The games that will be investigated are: 

● Call of Duty Black Ops 3 (Treyarch, Activision, 2015) (henceforth BO3). 

● The Race 2: The Last Chase (Gimzat, 2017). (henceforth TR2). 

Note that the specific culture to be analyzed is the culture of the society belonging to the cities of 

Giza and Cairo, whereas the Egyptian culture is a complex collection of many subcultures, 

spanning across the country, such as Alexandrian culture and Luxor culture.  

3.2   Distinctions of source material  

BO3 and TR2 are both trying to represent Egypt; although the games differ greatly in their origins 

and representations, they are ideal for further analysis for this very reason. In addition, the two 

games have different approaches, offering a spectrum of how games are representing Egypt. 

 

An Egyptian indie game studio developed TR2, while BO3 was developed by an American AAA 

studio. BO3 has been chosen due to the fact that it contains the least stereotypical representation 

of contemporary Egypt within the collective world of western AAA titles. Based on my 

knowledge and research, no other game of this category has come as close in representing 

contemporary Egypt as BO3 did. In contrast, TR2 has been selected as a counterpart to BO3 due 

to its more authentic representation. In addition to the fact that Egyptians have developed it is 

another reason it has been selected.  

 

It has been previously stated in the thesis what aspects of these games are of interest in the 

analysis – themes such as narrative, aesthetics and aural elements. However, the thesis will not 

consider the general gameplay in the analysis. Furthermore, since the research questions deal 

with cultural representations, it is considered irrelevant to explore further and compare the 

different gameplay styles within these games. 
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BO3 includes places other than Egypt, but the center of attention will be on Egypt’s instances. 

4.   ANALYSIS 

In many games such as Overwatch (Blizzard Entertainment, 2016), Spider-Man: Friend or Foe 

(Activision, 2007), Serious Sam 3: BFE (Devolver Digital, 2011), and The Sims 3: World Adventures 

(Electronic Arts. 2009), contemporary or even futuristic Egypt is represented with sand-covered 

houses, ancient monuments, bazaars, clay pots, snake charmers, and the list goes on. 

Unfortunately, all these games reduce Egypt to its ancient history, a civilization lost in time, 

veiling the rest of the country’s history and culture.  

4.1   Call of Duty: Black Ops III Examination 

Call of Duty: Black Ops III is a first-person shooter game developed by Treyarch and published by 

Activision in 2015; it is considered a AAA title with around 15 million copies sold worldwide on 

Playstation 4 (Statista, 2021). It is the twelfth addition to the series that started in 2003. 

For this analysis, I played BO3 using the PC version in English. I played through each level in the 

primary campaign to completion. While playing through the missions set in Egypt, I took 

screenshots of the interesting elements that would help further in the analysis. The details I 

focused on were concerning architecture, voice acting, aesthetics, and parts of the narrative 

relating to real-world events. 

4.1.1   Story & First Impressions 

The game’s narrative takes place in 2065, in several locations around the world: Ethiopia, 

Singapore, Egypt, and Switzerland (that are visited in that order). In this study, the focus will be 

on the occasions where Egypt is depicted in the game, as I lack cultural knowledge about the 

other countries represented.  

The world in the game is facing climate change disasters and the third Cold War. The plot 

revolves around the third Cold War that is ongoing between two fictional global alliances, the 

Winslow Accord (WA) and the Common Defense Pact (CDP). The player fights for the Winslow 

Accord. After terrorist drone strikes in 2025, countries developed a superior Air defense system 

that rendered Air Forces useless. Without the Air force, all military conflicts between countries 

moved to covert operatives fighting behind enemy lines, using fully robotic humanoid drones 

and cyborg supersoldiers that occupied the scene of field battle. The technology in the world has 

developed to the point of fear of AI and robots taking over the world. 
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In the game, Egypt is devastated by war with the Nile River Coalition (NRC) that Ethiopia leads. 

The game takes real-world references for inspiration, such as the fact that there is a current 

conflict between Egypt and Ethiopia over the Nile River and the building of the Grand Ethiopian 

Renaissance Dam by Ethiopia. The game speculates that Ethiopia and other countries over the 

Nile River will launch an attack on Egypt over territorial disputes regarding the Nile River. Both 

sides are trying to control the water supply after crippling droughts in the region. Additionally, 

the game characterises future Egypt as in need of American intervention to resolve its conflicts 

with the NRC. Finally, the narrative portrays the west represented by the Winslow Accord as the 

forces of good in the world versus the evil war-hungry Common Defense Pact. This faction 

includes countries such as Russia, Iran, Syria, and the NRC countries, which is similar to that seen 

in Hollywood films, presenting the good west and the evil east. Countries within the Winslow 

Accord include the United States, Egypt, and the United Kingdom. 

The first mission is set in Ethiopia. The player, a member of an American BlackOps unit, and the 

unit are tasked with rescuing a captured Egyptian Minister, which they succeed at but end up 

with the player character being critically wounded and rescued by the Taylor team. The player 

character then goes through cybernetic surgery to save their life, equipping them with the direct 

neural interface (DNI), a futuristic technology. This futuristic technology has the ability to connect 

the operatives and equips them with special cybernetic powers. John Taylor (voiced by actor 

Christopher Meloni) is the leader of the Taylor team, a Special BlackOps Cyber soldiers’ unit. The 

team helps train the player with the different features of the DNI; however, the team later 

becomes corrupted by an AI called Corvus, that manipulates them into leaking CIA intel and 

trying to defect to the CDP (the evil faction) in an attempt to take over the world. The player is 

accompanied by BlackOps operative Jacob Hendricks, one of the main protagonists that the 

player works with and later kills by the end of the game. There are three Egyptian characters in 

the game: Lieutenant Zeyad Khalil, played by actor Noshir Dalal (Japanese and Parsi descent); 

Dr. Salim, played by actor Tony Amendola (American Italian); and Prime Minister Said, played 

by actor Joseph Kamal (American). All the Egyptian characters have a noticeable accent and are 

not played by Egyptian or Arab actors. 

The first impression the player gets of imagined futuristic Egypt in the game is being in a place 

under siege, which is the feeling the game is trying to deliver, as the narrative depicts Egypt under 

constant attacks from the NRC, who already occupied parts of Egypt. In later missions, the player 

witnesses an uprising by the Egyptian people against the NRC after the player manages to kill 

the NRC leader. 

4.1.2   The Metro Station 

In the first mission in Egypt, the player starts in Al-Shohada’ (الشهداء) Metro Station; that is the 

actual name of the station in real life, and it is written in both Arabic and English. The real-life 

metro station is located in Cairo, and it is the main subway station that allows for changing lines. 

The station was originally named after ousted President Hosni Mubarak but was changed after 
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the 2011 revolution. However, it doesn’t resemble the real station, and the colors are different to 

those used in the real station. The subway platform is busy with supply crates and random tools 

and objects scattered around for decoration. On the walls, the player can see a real-life image of 

the Rifai Mosque and Sultan Hassan Mosque of Cairo, with the word “Cairo” written on it in 

Arabic; the image in itself is very common in Egypt, and is used in tourism attractions. Seeing the 

picture gave me a home feel and an impression of being in Egypt, as the image is quite popular.   

When taking a closer look at the subway station, the player will find a Menatel payphone booth 

as a decorative object for the level environment. The payphone company Menatel was very 

famous in the early 2000s, but it went out of service in 2009 as cellphones became more dominant. 

After the Telecom Egypt (the government-owned Telecommunications Company) acquisition of 

the privately run payphone company Menatel, the decision regarding removing the booths was 

put on hold (alarabyanews.com). This resulted in the spread of abandoned booths around the 

country and it became a common sight to see them in the streets. The booths were never placed 

in the subway station in our context, let alone staying there for 65 years. The sight of the booth 

gives me an Egyptian nostalgia and a feeling of contentment, as seeing it makes me appreciate 

the designer’s good intentions in representing Egypt. But the feeling goes down when I see it in 

the subway station and out of place. 

4.1.3   Advertisements  

One noticeable visual element used heavily in the game is that of advertisement signs. The ads 

can be seen around the station or in the different areas in the game, varying from grocery store 

signs to government awareness ads. One store sign has a camel picture with writing on it which 

roughly translates to “Big General Store”  using either incorrect or straightforward Arabic that is 

not grammatically correct; the design itself is very typical of designs you might see in games 

depicting the Middle East, such as Insurgency (New World Interactive, 2014) or previous Call of 

Duty titles such as Call of Duty: Modern Warfare (Infinity Ward, 2007). Other signs contain pale 

images of fruits or a soda drink along with writing which translates to “Roadmap - The Natural 

organic” on the former and “Refreshness for eternity - Entertaining Soda Drink - The Soda (On 

the bottle)” on the latter. Another sign found in the game refers to a computer shop and is named 

“The Desert.” The primitiveness seen in the signs through the game suggests backwardness, 

reflecting the lack of creativity in Egyptian society. Similar ads draw this image of a place lost in 

time, following Orientalist patterns, as comparing the ads seen in Egypt to the ones seen in 

Switzerland in the same game, one can tell the difference of the level of advancement taken into 

the design of the ads. (See figure 1).  

4.1.4   Language 

The unawareness of the Arabic language is evident throughout the game. One example is Arabic 

text moving from right to left on a digital banner, thus reading the sentence from the end of it, 

and in another part of the game, disconnected letters can be seen on some signs.  
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Language misuse of Arabic has always been a point of frustration for Arab players. For instance, 

in Hitman 3 (IO Interactive, 2021), in a mission set in Dubai, the direction signs on the walls inside 

of a skyscraper contained incorrect texts and translations that Arabic players spotted and spread 

out on social media. In response, IO Interactive marked the incorrect text as a bug to be fixed, 

then actually corrected the flaw in a later update, proving that the company, in this instance, 

listened to the negative feedback (Kotaku, 2021). Similar incidents of incorrect Arabic text led 

indie game developer Rami Ismael to create the website (isthatarabic.com) to help non-Arabic-

speaking designers understand how Arabic text should be written and appear. Another website 

related to the previously mentioned one is (notarabic.com), where people post and point out cases 

with wrong Arabic texts to spread awareness towards the topic, as the matter is taken as 

disrespectful by the over 420 million Arabic speakers around the world.   
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Figure 1: Ads that can be seen in Egypt around the game (Upper half), Ads seen in Switzerland in-game (Bottom half) 

 

4.1.5   Tourist Perspective 

While leaving the subway by walking up a set of stairs leading to the main train station, a 

memorial for people lost in the war can be found as decorations for the scene. Below the photos, 

a cat statue is seen as part of the scene decorations (See Figure 2). Cat statues are souvenirs and 

decorative items sold mainly in Egyptian bazaars and are mainly for tourists. The statues are 

replicas of ancient Egyptian artifacts, made to worship ancient Egyptian gods like Bastet. Placing 

such an object under a commemoration site for the departed gives the impression to the viewer 

that the society in Egypt still believes in ancient gods – contradicting the reality that Egyptians 
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are either Muslim or Christian and consider using statues like these as a sort of paganism, 

especially in the matters of spirituality and mourning. A more convincing visual would be either 

of the holy books or just flowers. 

 

 

Figure 2: Cat Statue under commemoration site 

The problem with the statue is that it is out of place; if the designer needed to use it, it would fit 

better as part of a bazaar or a museum, as can be seen in another part of the game, where different 

statues were put in glass cases in one of the shops that the player passes when fighting their way 

through. Inspecting such design decisions, we can certainly say that the designers are applying 

their tourist perspective rather than a native one, affecting their representation of the culture.  

4.1.6   Symbolic References 

Next to the statue is a futuristic soldier’s helmet. Interestingly, it uses a “Winged Scarab” as the 

symbol for the Egyptian army. The symbol can also be seen on the military vehicles, the soldier’s 

clothing, and Egypt’s flag replacing the Eagle symbol. The real-life Egyptian army mascot is 

called “Saladin’s Eagle”. Most if not all symbols used in the Egyptian army are taking reference 

from the Islamic era and the industrial era of Egypt and not ancient Egypt. Instead, the game has 

chosen to take inspiration from pharaonic idols by using the winged scarab. The design choice of 

using the pharaonic idols is due to the rich ancient history of Egypt that colors people’s view of 

the culture and history of Egypt. Thus, the game creates its version of Egypt, a place where ancient 
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Egypt is part of the lifestyle, and not taking actual real-life beliefs and traditions into the design 

(See Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: “Winged Scarab” symbol replacing the “Saladin’s Eagle” symbol on Khalil’s uniform and an Egyptian soldier’s 
uniform 

 

Moving into the main train station, the player finds themselves in a near real-life replica of the 

Ramses Train Station, with minor changes to fit the level design. That shows the level of work 

taken into creating the station in the game. The station in the game is transformed into an 

infirmary for wounded soldiers and a base of operations. Walking around the station, the player 

can see medics treating the wounded, and supply crates are scattered around. Unfortunately, the 

game is inconsistent when it comes to representing Egypt. The station is modeled to a high degree 

of accuracy, but still, the game fails to model the same style of the Egyptian streets and alleys. 
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Figure 4: Inside Ramses Station in the game (left) and real-life (right) 

The player is put in a cut-scene, where they watch Hendrix, the player’s partner, interrogate an 

Egyptian doctor by the name of Dr. Salim to reveal parts of the story. The player doesn’t have 

control over the interrogation. While playing the missions that take place in Egypt, not one Arabic 

word is heard from the Egyptian characters, and the commands are given in English, whether by 

the non-player characters (NPC) to one another or over a broadcast and accompanied by an 

accent. In the same game, when playing against German soldiers, you can hear them speaking in 

Deutsch. The game here suggests that everyone is speaking English in future Egypt, supporting 

colonial hegemony, prioritizing non-Egyptian players, and deprioritizing Arabic-speaking 

players.  

Upon leaving the station, the player can see the station from outside, which is again a replica of 

the real-life one, with minor changes in details, such as the number of windows on one part of 

the building. The player can also see the October 6 Bridge right outside the station in the same 

location, which is a real landmark of the area and anyone who has been there in real life. However, 

suppose the player looks to the right. In that case, they will see one of the pyramids of Giza, which 

is impossible to see in reality from that location, as it is on the other side of the Nile and is located 

in Giza, while the player is currently in Cairo. The pyramids can also be seen almost in every 

outdoor area in the game, and in some cases, far away from each other. The game here is trying 

to sell the experience of being in Egypt to the player by constantly adding the Pyramids in the 

environment, despite geographical evidence contradicting it, thus, confirming the tourist 

perspective of Egypt.  (See figure 5).  
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Figure 5: The pyramids can be seen from Cairo, and on the same street too far apart (top). in front of Ramses Station (middle), in 
a square in the middle of Cairo (bottom) 
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4.1.7   Architecture and Interiors 

In the same mission, the game takes the fight to the streets of Cairo. The player fights in different 

areas on the mission, starting with a fight repelling waves of enemy NRC soldiers in the main 

square, followed by a fight through some alleys with destroyed buildings, where the player can 

enter the apartments and shops, lastly to another fight in a different main square, centered by an 

obelisk. The modeled architecture of the buildings is quite accurate but inconsistent in some 

places. Buildings appear with a very similar architecture style to what can be seen in Cairo, in 

different parts; however, some buildings still follow the same design seen in games taking place 

in the Middle Eastern war zones, such as Call of Duty: Modern Warfare (Infinity Ward, 2007), that 

follows Orientalist patterns in the building design, such as a sand-covered building. The streets 

in the game are dusted over with sand, despite midtown Cairo depicted in the game being a city 

on the Nile, not a desert environment. This can be justified by the climate change disasters and 

the drought present within the narrative of the game; however, it reinforces and uses 

conventional stereotypes.  

The inside of the apartments found in the game are not designed to look like a typical Egyptian 

house. The houses are filled with carpets, lanterns, pots, hanging carpets on ceilings, oriental floor 

couches, Islamic decorations, with most houses having multiple floors. A traditional common 

Egyptian home consists of a living room, a kitchen, two to three bedrooms, and one to two 

bathrooms. Every house I’ve been to or lived in had the same structure – unlike the apartments 

seen in the game, which consist of a type of studio apartment, with the kitchen being outside in 

the spacious living room filled with floor couches and carpets. Walking into what I call “Arabian 

Nights apartments” in the game gave me the great disappointment of how my culture is 

represented. The design reinforces stereotypes and Orientalism. Lack of knowledge and research 

destroys the representation’s credibility and closeness to reality (See figure 6).  
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Figure 6: Inside apartments and shops, using Orientalist and stereotypical concepts of a Middle Eastern house as a reference. 
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4.1.8   Conclusion of the Analysis  

In general, Call of Duty’s representation of futuristic Egypt contains a considerable amount of 

stereotypical and Orientalist elements. Elements vary from overuse of ancient Egyptian 

decorations to incorrect Arabic texts on signs and walls. However, the game also tries to use real-

life locations by creating a near replica of the Ramses Train Station in Cairo. But it all falls apart 

when the game represents different areas that are supposed to be the streets and houses in Egypt. 

NPCs do not speak a single word of Arabic, not even an Egyptian dialect, while German NPCs 

speak German in the same game. Hookahs and oriental carpets are sold in every shop, whether 

in a futuristic apartment complex or on the streets. Primitive and poorly designed advertisements 

and shop signs populate the game space. Pyramids can be seen everywhere you go in the game. 

And last but not least, helpless Egyptians are in need of Western intervention to save the situation. 

In general, heavy stereotypical elements seen in media in general, depicting the Middle East, 

influence the patterns in the game as designed.  

Black Ops 3 seems to have tried to break the conventional stereotype of using Egypt just for 

aesthetics and myths. However, it still failed in many areas, such as voice acting and clichéd 

Orientalist design of the interiors. It was an insult in many ways, as it reinforces the viewer’s 

stereotypical image of Egypt; it fires back on me as an Egyptian with cringing moments when I’m 

asked if I can walk like an Egyptian or if I own a camel back home. A resourceful AAA publisher 

wouldn’t find difficulty hiring knowledgeable individuals to help represent cultures foreign to 

it, so the question becomes, “Why not?”.  

 

4.2   The Race 2: The Last Chase Examination 

The Race 2: The Last Chase is categorized as an endless runner mobile game, which are games that 

have no final stage. It was developed by Egyptian indie game studio Gimzat in 2017. The game 

is free to play and offers in-game purchases. The gameplay is similar to other endless runner 

games such as Subway Surfers (Kiloo, 2012). The player takes control of a car, driving on a one-

direction road, trying to avoid collision with other vehicles and objects on the way, while 

collecting coins and power-ups, in an attempt to reach a high score on each run. The player can 

then purchase upgrades, customizations, and more cars to play with. The game is in Arabic and 

is targeted towards Arabic-speaking audiences in general and specifically Egyptian audiences. I 

chose to analyze this game in particular because of the way it represents Egypt. The game uses 

aspects of everyday life that Egyptian players can relate to, refraining from Orientalist elements 

and the stereotypical western perspective of Egypt.  

The game artists share the art assets of the game for preview on Behance.net (Gimzat, Behance, 

2020). I will be using the transferred assets or in-game screenshots to provide visuals and 
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comparisons to their real-life counterparts. The aesthetics in the games are reused frequently 

during gameplay, like most endless runner games, as the assets are limited, so a mix and match 

pattern is used to make up the environment around the road that the player drives in.  

4.2.1   Advertisements 

The game uses conventional and clichéd Egyptian traditions and behaviors in a satirical manner. 

For instance, it is very common to see graffiti used to advertise different services on walls or the 

sides of buildings in Egypt. In the game, it is very emphasized, as you can see different 

advertisements on the walls, for private lessons, renting apartments, and even marriage official 

person services, all with their phone numbers written on the walls and with the typical clichéd 

method used to advertise these services. As can be seen on one of the walls advertising a private 

lesson for mathematics, the graffiti says, “Saeed Taha the King of Mathematics” “  ملك  - طه سعيد

 ,In figure 7, a real-life example can be seen, but for a German-language private teacher ”.الرياضيات

nicknamed “The Outstanding Saeed Arafa” “ عرفة سعيد املتميز  ,” the typical conventional 

nicknaming.   

 

Figure 7: Advertisement graffiti, in-game (right), real-life (left) (source: akhbarelyom.com) 

The game also uses knockoff logos of famous brands seen in Egypt, such as “Fawry” into 

“Fawzy,” or “On the Run” into “Al Gary ( عالجاري)” which also translates to “on the run” but in 

Arabic, all of which are very normal to see when walking in the streets of Egypt (See figure 8). 

The ads are relatable to Egyptian players, serving as a humorous element to the game and 

accuracy in the representation of the culture. 
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Figure 8: Knockoff brands, Top: Fawry into Fawzy (left and right), Bottom: On the Run into Al Gary (left and right). 

4.1.2   Symbolic References 

The traditional Egyptian fava beans carts and sweet potato carts are also modeled in the game. 

The food carts are part of the everyday life elements of the Egyptian culture, elements rarely or 

never seen in western video games depicting Egypt. Although, the design of the cart itself is 

unique to Egypt with its red color, and Egyptian proverbs are written all over it, it can be seen in 

the game with the same design (See figure 9).  

The player could not see either the pyramids or any sign of ancient Egyptian references in the 

game. Anyone familiar with contemporary Egyptian culture wouldn’t need to see the pyramids 

to recognize Egypt’s representation in the game since they have the amount of cultural literacy 

needed to connect the visual elements unique to Egypt in-game. This absence of ancient Egyptian 

references breaks the expectations of the Other, who in this case are the non-Egyptian or non-

Arab players, in turn creating a different experience for that other and educating them about 

contemporary everyday life.  

During gameplay, the player can find an “Egyptian Zaffa” “زفة” which is a part of a celebration 

in weddings where the newly wedded are escorted to their new home in a convoy of cars with 

floral decorations, all while playing a tone with the car horns. The Zaffa is a common traditional 

ceremonial act within Egyptian society, but is another aspect rarely or never seen in western video 

games. Seeing the Zaffa in the game as an Egyptian draws me more into the game and enhances 
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my game experience in terms of immersion. Drivers of the Zaffa are usually reckless and loud, 

and on many occasions, other cars in the street join them with playing the tone together with the 

cars escorting the couple. The player engages with the Zaffa in the game by driving behind them 

as they too are driving recklessly and overtaking other cars on the road. During this event in the 

game, the player can hear music in the background typical to what is usually played at weddings.  

The Qasr El Nil Bridge is one of the landmarks of Cairo which is depicted in the game. The bridge 

is famously known with the two lions statues on its ends, and it connects the Tahrir square area 

to the southern part of the Gezira Island. The bridge is another aesthetic that connects me as an 

Egyptian player to the game space, creating a more believable representation, particularly with 

the significant lions statues. In figure 10, the resemblance is uncanny to whoever is familiar with 

the landmark. Additionally, the street direction signs point to Tahrir square in the direction of 

the bridge, as well as the direction to Ramses station to the left, which is also accurate; however, 

the last direction on the sign towards Heliopolis is not correct, so the intentions of accuracy are 

not clear.  

The coins the player collects in the game are modeled after the Egyptian one-pound coins. For 

me, it is a very relatable design, playing a game that takes place in Egypt and collecting Egyptian 

coins. The choice of the Egyptian pound as the game currency adds more to the representation.  

 

 

Figure 9: Fava beans carts; Real life vs In-game 
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Figure 10: Qasr el Nil bridge (real life: left, in-game: right) (source: pinterest.com/margaab60/egipto/) 

  

4.2.3   Architecture and Vehicles 

The architecture in the game is modeled in low poly 3D models with low levels of detail but still 

resembles the modern architecture seen in Cairo and Giza to quite an extent. Some buildings are 

recognizable by red bricks, seen on many residential buildings around Egypt. Shops look very 

simple due to the game’s scale, only drawn by having two windows and a door in between them. 

The signs over the shops, however, are designed with reference to their real counterparts. The 

naming of the shops follows existing naming conventions, even taking reference from real shops 

such as “Beqalat Al-Sa’ada” “ السعادة  بقالة ” which is a grocery shop in Egypt, adding more to the 

experience and the representation.  
 

Vehicles are seen on the road, and vehicles that can be played with share similarities with means 

of transportation in Egypt—ranging from old cars to public transportation vans (aka Microbus or 

Service in Egypt), with the vans having the same color schemes used in real life, validating 

Egypt’s experience. The game models a variety of Microbuses seen in the streets of Egypt, such 

as the Suzuki vans aka “El Tomnaya” “التمناية” which roughly translates to “the ⅛” since it holds 

8 passengers, and “The Box” “بوكس” an old model of vans used in different areas in Egypt (Figure 

11). Seeing the Microbuses that I can take to go work or to different areas around the city matters 

to me as an Egyptian since it doesn’t break the immersion and enhances my game experience. 

Public transportation drivers in Egypt are known for their reckless driving and their multitasking 

abilities when collecting the fare from passengers while driving. Outsiders without cultural 

literacy will not be able to connect with this detail in representing the vehicles. However, it will 

not affect their gameplay experience or their high scores, and it matters on the other hand when 

they perceive the represented culture, they learn bits and pieces subconsciously about Egypt, 
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their view of Egypt will not be narrowed to the pyramids or the desert, even though Egypt has 

the pyramids, and is 90% desert. 

 

 
Figure 11: The box Microbus public transportation van, in real life (left) and in-game (right) 

 

4.2.4   Characters 

The only character that can be seen in the game is the advisor character known as Shamandy, and 

the game doesn’t provide a backstory to the character; he can only be characterized by the way 

he is designed. The advisor wears dirty, old, and patched blue overalls commonly worn by 

mechanics in traditional car workshops. He is seen carrying a cup of tea and a cigarette, which is 

a trait and kind of a tradition among blue-collar workers and public transportation drivers in 

Egypt. The advisor can be seen speaking with the player in the game trailer found on the game’s 

art page on Behance.net.  

 

Shamandy’s advice to the player is hilarious in a way that it contradicts what the player should 

do in the game. It starts with a sort of an epic scene where the garage door rises up, revealing 

Shamandy in the shade taking a puff from his cigarette while holding a cup of tea. He holds the 

cup in a traditional Egyptian way, using three fingers as a base for the cup and the thumb to keep 

it from falling. He then walks up to the player inside their car and starts talking with them. While 

there is no voice, the conversation is displayed as text written in the Egyptian dialect. He starts 

off by saying, “You see, my friend? Not anyone can drive in Egypt”; at this moment, the trailer 

shows gameplay footage of the car speeding on the road. Then he continues saying, “For you to 

drive fast, not here. Speed has limits.” “For you to take stitches (overtaking between cars in short 

distances) and to drive in reverse, this is not us”; the trailer here shows the player avoiding cars, 

then another shot while the player is driving in reverse, which is a power-up the player can pick 

in the game. Lastly, he ends the conversation by saying, “But then if you find a Zaffa...”; at this 

point, the trailer shows a part where the player drives behind a Zaffa, with the music changing 

to wedding music. The trailer then ends after a few shots from the game. Note that the cars seen 
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in the trailer are old cars and vans that the player can play within the game and already exist in 

real life.  

 

The designers here break free from the norms seen in car games, where the player is always taking 

instructions from a good-looking lady or a handsome man. Even more, the game uses humor that 

Egyptians appreciate to appeal to the players. 

 

The player can choose one out of several premade avatars to customize their in-game profile. The 

available avatars include a diverse collection of personas that relate to Egyptians. For example, 

the avatars include different men and women in different costumes, a lady with a hijab and a 

lady without a hijab, characters with different skin colors, characters wearing the t-shirts of the 

two major football teams in Egypt, and fictional characters such as Batman and Spiderman. 

4.2.5   Conclusion of the Analysis 

The game mainly targets Arabs and Egyptians specifically, so in order to satisfy the audience, the 

designers need to relate and reach out to the desires of that audience. The gameplay itself follows 

a known formula, the endless runner genre. On that note, the designer chose to embed Egyptian 

culture into the mechanics (such as following the Zaffa, a relatable tradition to them). Even more, 

the game puts the player into the shoes of the known character of public transportation drivers; 

it’s a collective understanding among Egyptians that these drivers are reckless and skillful 

enough with multitasking skills to operate public transportation vehicles. Reflecting on that, it 

became a stereotype of its own associated with public transportation drivers, a local stereotype.  

 

There is a proverb known among Egyptians as well as the countries of the Arab world about 

Egyptians. The proverb roughly translates to “The people are children of a joke” “ نكتة ابن شعب  ,” 

since humor is a great part of the Egyptian culture. In the game, humor can be seen by using the 

funny naming of knockoff brands, the wedding convoys (Zaffa) reference, and the graffiti on the 

walls – so, in a way, using culture as both a game mechanic and for representation. 
 

The game validates the experience of being in Egypt by drawing from the aspects of everyday 

life, and expressing the traditions and values of contemporary Egyptian culture, despite using a 

low poly environment design. 

 

5.   Discussion  
In this thesis, my goal is to highlight the instances of cultural stereotypes and Orientalism present 

in games depicting contemporary Egypt. To shed light on their widespread presence in media in 

general, and in games in particular, as well as their implications on Egyptian players, I closely 
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read two games and specifically looked at what the two games did differently when depicting 

Egypt. Additionally, I suggested recommendations for designers wanting to represent the aspects 

of Egyptian everyday life ethically.  

 

In the case of this thesis, both analyzed games depict Egypt with their design using their 

perspectives, which I have called the tourist perspective, and the native perspective. In BO3, the 

tourist perspective can be seen in the cat statue, the ancient monuments, or the pyramids that can 

be seen from anywhere in Cairo. The player character in the game is not Egyptian, and the 

Egyptian non-player characters are represented as ‘others’ by the game. The view treats Egypt as 

a collection of must-see tourist places such as the bazaars. Hence, as a player, I was taking the 

role of an American looking at my culture from an outsider’s perspective. 

 

The native perspective in TR2 can be seen in the designer’s cultural literacy, which has been 

applied to the game through their knowledge of the local brands and the Egyptian traditions, 

such as the “Fawzy” ads, the teacher ads, and the traditional wedding celebration (Zaffa). Overall, 

the expected impact on Egyptian players playing these two games can be summarized as such: 

while the tourist perspective alienates the Egyptian player from their own represented 

environment, the non-native player, however, would miss out on the humor and the 

entertainment elements that only the native can relate to and in turn enjoy. Therefore, the 

following section will discuss the comparison between the two games to identify how the 

different elements were introduced in both games. 

 

In BO3, a choice was made to model the Ramses Station in Cairo accurately in the game, an 

invitation to all players with what appears to be good intentions to represent Egypt compellingly. 

Moreover, in one part of the game, the player can hear the mention of the Abdeen Palace (  قصر

 a famous historical palace in Cairo. However, upon leaving the station, the player can see ,(عابدين

the pyramids where they would not be visible in real Cairo, breaking the immersion of any player 

familiar with that place. This is how the tourist perspective is employed, prioritizing an outsider’s 

look of “familiar” ancient Egypt. For Egyptian players, this use of clichés adds frustration to 

gameplay.  
 

When it comes to interiors in BO3, the game uses Orientalist stereotypical aspects, such as the 

Arabian Nights styled apartments, the hanging ceiling carpets, and the hookahs sold in every 

shop. As an Egyptian player, the game’s representation prevented me from connecting with the 

game space supposed to immerse me into it, such as the food stalls inside the futuristic apartment 

building that was out of place. This disregard for accurate representation alienated me through 

its lack of differentiation between what items would exist in everyday spaces and what would 

not. In TR2, the game didn’t include interiors since the game is set in the streets of Egypt. 

However, the designers picked landmarks seen in the streets of Cairo and Giza, such as the Qasr 

el Nil bridge over the Nile River. 
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Other decorative elements used in both games are advertisements and shop signs. Comparing 

the advertisements seen in the analyzed games, in BO3, the designs of ads are either too simple 

or lost in time; they lacked creativity and reflected backwardness and underdevelopment. In 

addition, most ads contained grammatically incorrect Arabic and unlikely naming. On the other 

hand, in TR2, the ads were inspired from the real world, such as the wall graffiti ads inspired by 

real-life private lessons ads and housing rental ads, and the knock off logos of popular Egyptian 

brands such as “Fawry” into “Fawzy” using the same design and wordplay. Although simple in 

design and appearance, the attention to detail invites native players to connect with the game 

space.  

 

When it comes to the use of the Arabic language, TR2 has the advantage of being Arabic by 

default. The American game BO3 contains grammatical errors, incorrect text such as text flowing 

in the wrong direction, and uninventive place names. To many Arabic players, such errors matter, 

as expressed by the various posts on social media calling out the use of disconnected letters and 

the wrong directionality of writings (Ismail, 2015/Bayliss, 2021).  Moreover, the spoken Arabic 

language is absent in the game: no Egyptian NPC or even ambient chatter is heard in Arabic, 

while in the same game, the player can hear German soldiers speak German. An observation from 

the close reading was that all friendly NPCs speak English, while non-friendly NPCs speak their 

language. This demonstrates that English is the dominant language while other languages are 

considered as the “Other,” including the Arabic language. 

 

This is contrasted by TR2, where the designers chose to create the game in Arabic, using the 

Egyptian dialect. 

 

Ancient Egypt has the tendency to be sought for the myth and the aesthetics of it, especially in 

video games (Al-Aaser, 2017). In BO3, it wasn’t any different, as ancient Egyptian references are 

exhaustively used. The mascot on the Egyptian flag in the game is changed from Saladin’s Eagle 

to the Winged Scarab, and ancient monuments decorate any square in the streets, tourist souvenir 

cat statues used for mourning the dead, pyramids that can be glimpsed from anywhere in Cairo, 

and fake futuristic cities are named after ancient Egyptian Gods – despite Egypt’s long history, 

which includes other periods such as the Islamic era, the Khedivate era, and the post-1953 era. 

The designers chose ancient Egyptian culture as the defining aspects of futuristic Egypt, with a 

minuscule amount of Islamic era references only seen in the architecture and some collectables. 

In TR2, on the contrary, the game designers took references from Egypt’s streets and everyday 

life aspects. These include the Qasr el Nil bridge lion statues, popular street food carts, famous 

wall graffiti, the Egyptian one-pound coin, references to existing advertisement signs, and the 

common cars. Moreover, the player avatars also had their share of the representation, taking 

inspiration from ordinary culture and in addition to the advisor character, a middle-aged 

mechanic, giving driving advice.  
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Overall, BO3 seems to seek the known and the expected by using pre-existing ideas and clichés 

about Egyptian culture. By comparison, TR2, although targeting an Egyptian audience, does not 

rely on ancient symbols, such as the pyramids, to validate Egypt’s experience. Instead, it uses 

references to simple everyday life aspects, and as the Egyptian saying goes, “No two can argue 

about it” “ اتنين عليه ميختلفش .” 

 

It is important to consider the different production scales of TR2 compared to BO3. Activision, 

the publisher of BO3, has worked with a major AAA production budget while still struggling to 

represent contemporary Egyptian culture in a way that isn’t potentially alienating to Egyptian 

players. Meanwhile, a small studio in Egypt, Gimzat, with a very limited budget, has presented 

a version of Egypt that feels validating to navigate. Rather than using realistic high-end graphics, 

the designers’ local knowledge and cultural literacy are the main reason behind this. With a bit 

of will, this cultural literacy would be a resource not so difficult for AAA studios to invest in. 

Examples for this exist: Games such as Assassins Creed: Origins (Ubisoft, 2017) have used the help 

of Egyptologists to create a representation of Ancient Egypt that is close to reality. Due to this 

investment in cultural expertise, this game has been used as a tool in educational settings (Fisher, 

2018). This suggests that designers can prioritize their representation of different cultures if they 

start to invest in obtaining cultural literacy.  

 

The analysis in this thesis has shown that investing in cultural literacy is not a question of studio 

size or resources; it is a matter of recognizing everyday details which matter to native players. 

6.   Conclusion 
The main question that this thesis was built on was: How is contemporary Egypt represented 

within the two videogames Call of Duty: Black Ops 3 and The Race 2? 

 

To answer this question, I discussed what culture means and how Orientalism and stereotypes 

are used to represent the Middle East. Additionally, we needed to acknowledge the importance 

of representations closer to reality since culture is too complex to visualize. Moreover, the history 

of Egypt’s representation in media, specifically Western media, has shown dehumanization and 

propaganda patterns against Egyptians, Arabs, and Muslims in general (Šisler, 2008/Shaheen, 

2003/Leonard, 2004). Misrepresentations in media possess the ability to alienate, and in many 

cases, disrespect the represented others (Mukherjee, 2016). Moreover, video games have proven 

to be an effective tool for education, with games able to develop knowledge and awareness about 

other cultures. It becomes clear that to avoid the transmission of misconceptions about the 

represented culture, game designers need to become aware of how we depict different cultures 

in the games we produce.  
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In order to demonstrate how games represent contemporary Egyptian culture, I performed a 

close reading of two games that represent Egypt differently: one developed by a AAA western 

studio, BO3; the other developed by an Egyptian indie game studio, TR2. I compared the different 

elements used in both games, such as architecture, advertisements, and different aspects of 

everyday life. 

 

The analysis showed that the American game, BO3, tries to represent an “authentic” futuristic 

Egypt mainly by drawing on stereotypical notions of the “Orient”. At the same time, TR2 relies 

on a native perspective to entertain Egyptian players. TR2 uses an abundance of references that 

are familiar to Egyptian players, thus validating the nuances of our everyday lives. In BO3, I failed 

to connect with the environment that was supposed to be depicting Egypt, my own culture. In 

TR2, this was different, as I could relate to every detail in the game. The designers used local 

references and stereotypes instead of western orientalist othering, such as the use of the mechanic 

character, the common transports, and the Zaffa.  

 

Western designers tend to rely on pre-existing knowledge and stereotypes when trying to 

represent Egypt. In my analysis, I have shown that even a small mobile game with a limited 

budget could provide compelling representations of Egypt by taking reference from everyday 

life. So, the argument is that this can be done on a larger scale if developers take it seriously and 

invest the time and research into it.  

 

In order to achieve a positive representation of contemporary Egypt, I suggest we draw from how 

TR2 represents the Egyptian culture: 

● Use references from everyday life that are familiar to Egyptian players. 

● Rely on a diverse team that has the cultural literacy required to reach Egyptian players.  

● The desire to achieve engagement and culture immersion should never rely on 

stereotypes but rather on the complex nature of culture itself. 

● Use appropriate language with the help of native speakers. 

● Use authentic voiceover performers 

 

Applying these rules is not always possible as there are many limitations indeed initially, because 

the rules rely on the game designer’s acknowledgment of the need to use respectful 

representations. Secondly, not all designers have the power either to ask for aid or to seek 

knowledge, leaving them to their ideas and stereotypes that they couldn’t abandon in the process. 

If they cannot pursue cultural literacy, they will create their stereotypes of the cultures, hence, 

perpetuating the stereotypes, intentionally or not. Additionally, an appeal is not necessarily a 

product of the tropes and clichés but the unfamiliarity with the culture. Marketwise, it has been 

shown that diversity and innovation do not reduce sales (Google, 2019/Walker, 2021). 

 

Finally, for game designers who wish to follow a code of ethics, we must introduce new respectful 

ways of representation. If designers apply native approaches when representing Egypt, at some 
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point, they can collectively overcome pyramids, cats, and Arabian Nights at the core of video 

games about Egypt. 
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